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Abstract— Chat bot is basically a medium to interact with the 

people. user interfaces for software applications can found in 

a variety of formats, ranging from command-line, graphical, 

web application, and even voice. on the other hand most 

popular user interfaces include graphical and web-based 

applications. Whether due to multi-threaded complexity, 

concurrent connectivity, or details surrounding execution of 

the service, a chat bot based interface may suit the need. With 

the help of chatbot query can be generated. Chat bots 

typically provide a text-based user interface, allows user to 

type commands and receive text as well as text to speech 

response. Chat bots are usually a stateful services, 

remembering previous commands (and perhaps even 

conversation) in order to provide functionality. When chat bot 

technology is integrated with popular web services it can be 

used securely by an even larger audience .The researchers use 

Left and Right Parsing Algorithm in their study to come up 

with the desired result. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

In todays world, the interest about increasing the interface 

usability of applications and entertainment platforms has 

increased in the few decades. Human machine as a 

technology integrates different areas, and the computational 

methodologies facilitate communication between users and 

computers using natural language. A CHATBOT is an 

artificial person, animal or other creature which holds 

conversations with humans or people. This could be a text 

based (typed) conversation, a spoken conversation or even a 

non-verbal conversation. Chat bot can run on local computers 

and phones, though most of the time it is accessed through the 

internet. Chat bot is typically perceived as engaging software 

entity which humans can talk to. It can be interesting, 

inspiring and intriguing. It appears everywhere, from old 

ancient HTML pages to modern advanced social networking. 

The development of the information technology and 

communication has been complex in implementing of 

artificial intelligent systems. In addition the internet 

answering-engines, currently in the internet also begins many 

applications of chatter-boot or known as chatbot which is 

often aimed for such purposes or just entertainment use. 

A. Modules and their Description    

The chat bot system consist of mainly three components as 

follows:    

 Page for Admin Login   

 Chat Bot   

 Text to Speech    

B. Description   

1) Admin Login 

Admin can login to the chat bot system with his or her 

credintials.    

2) Chat bot 

User can chat with the bot it implies as if enquiring to the 

college person about college related activities.    

C. Related Works 

A natural language processing (NLP) gives capability of 

computer allows communication to happen between user-to 

computer or human-to-machine and computer-to-computer 

or machine-to-machine using human natural languages. 

There are three analyses to understand natural language i.e. 

parsing, semantic interpretation, and knowledge-based 

structures. The parsing is an analysis of sentence syntax 

structures. In this step, identification of main linguistic 

 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of Chat Bot 

 HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

 i3 Processor Based Computer   

 4GB-Ram   

 320GB Hard Disk 

 Monitor    

A. Connectivity 

Two channels of connectivity are mandatory for devices. First 

connectivity as GRPS is mandatory. Second connectivity can 

be through Wi-Fi b/g/n/Fixed broadband. E.g. GPRS + 

broadband, GPRS + Wi-Fi, etc. 

B. Status Indications 

Multi-color LEDs/LCD (to indicate network connection, 

signal strength, to indicate battery charge remaining etc.) or 

on screen display of all indicators like battery charge, 

network strength etc.. 

C. Display 

Minimum 2.5 screen or higher. 

D. Battery Backup 

Minimum 4 hours battery backup. 
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E. Power Adaptor 

AC/DC Adaptor with surge protection, input 100-264V AC, 

50Hz. 

F. Speaker 

A facility should be provided for voice confirmation of the 

transaction. 

 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT: 

 Windows 7   

 WAMP Server or XAMPP   

 Notepad++   

 My SQL 5.6 or  

 Java 

 .Net 

A. Lack of Knowledge  

Initially, the chat bot system is not known to people who are 

not more into the technology. Even if there exist a chat bot 

system, it is not much accurate in proving the answer or 

solutions.  Students need to manually visit to the college to 

get their queries answered by the college help desk. This 

process consumes lot of time as well as money as the 

customer needed to visit college if its miles away from home. 

Also, this process may lead to communication gap between 

student and college. The relation between students and 

college can be better by communicating.    

B. Proposed System 

Intelligence chatbot system is built using artificial algorithms 

that analyzes user’s queries and understand user’s message. 

This System is a web application which provides answer to 

the query of the student. Students just have to fire their query 

through the bot which is used for chatting.  Students can chat 

using any format there is no specific format the user has to 

follow.   

The System uses built in artificial intelligence to 

answer the query. The answers are appropriate what the user 

queries. If the answer found to invalid, user just need to select 

the invalid answer button which will notify the admin about 

the incorrect answer. Admin can view invalid answer through 

portal via login System allows admin to delete the invalid 

answer or to add a specific answer of that equivalent question.  

The User can query any college related activities 

through the system.   

C. Advantages of college Chatbot 

1) Student does not have to go personally to admin office of 

college for the enquiry. It will automatically reduce the 

efforts of students who live far away from college. 

2) Suppose, if college organise any cultural activities then 

student get to know about that event.   

3) This application saves time for the student as well as 

teaching and non-teaching staffs.   

D. Disadvantage of College Chatbot 

1) Internet connection is necessary for communication, 

without internet connection communication is not 

possible. 

2) Other disadvantage of this system is that if large number 

user or student communicate at the same time then 

response will be slow.   

 CONCLUSION 

The main objectives of the project were to develop an 

algorithm that will be used to identify answers related to user 

submitted questions. To develop a database were all the 

related data will be stored and to develop a web interface. The 

web interface developed had two parts, one for simple users 

and one for the administrator.    

A background research took place, which included 

an overview of the conversation procedure and any relevant 

chat bots available. A database was developed, which stores 

information about questions, answers, keywords, logs and 

feedback messages. A usable system was designed, 

developed and deployed to the web server on two occasions. 

An evaluation took place from data collected by potential 

students of the University. Also after received feedback from 

the first deployment, extra requirements were introduced and 

implemented.  
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